
Garden Shed Materials:
□ Greetings to Go

Tools and Supplies:
□ Scor-Pal®
□ Adhesive
□ Tape
□ CS® Foam Adhesive Circles
□ Paper Trimmer
□ 3x14” CS® Grid Ruler

□ Scissors
□ 2-inch Circle Punch or Die
□ Die-cutting Machine (optional)
□ CS® Glue Pen
□ CS® Earth Ink

Preparation:

1. Trim the White and Mint printed cutaparts into sections as indicated by the artwork and cutting 
guidelines. Several extra cuts are included to help eliminate difficult transitions where colored areas 
meet the edge of the artwork. More cutaparts are provided than will be needed to complete the cards.

2. Scoring and folding information is listed within the instructions for each card set. TIP: The “bump” of the 
score goes on the inside of the fold.

3. If you do not have an item to complete the card as shown, simply omit or substitute the item.
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Set A: 4¼x5½” Mint Double Z-fold Cards with 2½x4” and 4x5¼” Teal Panels and 1½x11” Mint Connector
Score and fold each 4¼x11” card base and 1½x11” Mint connector horizontally at 2¾ and 5½”. Create a 
mountain fold on the 2¾” score and a valley fold on the 5½” score on the Mint cards. Adhere the Teal panels to 
the corresponding base and flap of each card. Create a valley fold on the 2¾” score and a mountain fold on the 
5½” score of the 1½x11” Mint connectors.
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Notes: Trim the striped Mint cutapart strip to 5.5” and 
nest onto the 5.5” portion of the connector strip; 
adhere a 1.25x2.5” yellow frame and “Thanks for 
being you” cutapart to the remaining sections of the 
connector; adhere the strip to the front panel and 
back panel of the card base, using caution with 
adhesive placement so the card will open; adhere the 
butterfly cutapart to the right side of the strip on the 
front of the card.

Notes: Center a “Happy Birthday” cutapart to the 5.5” scored 
area of a Mint connector; add two yellow frames to the 
remaining scored areas; adhere the connector to the card flap 
and card base; adhere the White “May all your wishes come 
true” cutapart onto the right side of the card base.

Notes: Create a 2” circle with the White 
cutapart and a punch or die; nest onto the right 
side of the “Happy Birthday” strip; inside: “Make 
it as special as you are.”

Notes: Nest the White bee cutapart onto the 
right side of the strip on the front of the card; 
inside: “So, what's the buzz?”
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Set B: 3¾x5” Butter Cards with 3½x4¾” Teal Panels
Score and fold each 5x7½” Butter card base horizontally at 3¾”.
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Notes: Adhere the White cutaparts to the left and 
right sides of the Teal panel and wrap silk ribbon 
around the gap; adhere to the Butter card base; 
inside: “You are so thoughtful.”

Notes: Adhere the White angled cutaparts to 
the upper left and lower right corners of a Teal 

panel; thread a silver bee charm onto silk 
ribbon and wrap three times around the card 

at an angle, placing the charm in the upper 
center; inside: “Enjoy your special day.”

Notes: Cut two slits into the White “In case of 
zombies . . .” cutapart as indicated by the light 

vertical marks; slide the mint cutapart through the 
slits and attach to the left edge of the Teal panel; 

adhere a silver bee charm to the lower right corner; 
inside: “Gather a mob and have an amazing thyme.”

Notes: Adhere the “most beautiful 
flower” cutapart onto the bottom edge of 
a Teal panel; wrap satin ribbon around 
the panel to cover the edge of the 
cutapart; adhere a silver bee charm to 
the upper right corner of the cutapart; 
inside: “and, a true treasure to me.”
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Set C: 3¾x8½” White Cards and 3½x8¼” Citron Panels
Score each 7½x8½” White Card base vertically at 3¾”.
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Notes: For each card 
at left, adhere a Mint 
cutapart to the upper 
center of the Citron 
panel; add a three-
part bow beneath 
each cutapart and 
center the panel onto 
the card base; inside 
sympathy card: “You 
are in our thoughts.”; 
inside “thinking of 
you” card: “Sending 
you lots of hugs.”

Notes: Adhere four 
Mint cutaparts onto 
the Citron panel with a 
gap between the third 
and fourth; add a satin 
three-part bow to the 
gap; adhere a silver 
bee charm to the 
fourth cutapart; inside: 
“Have a great thyme!”

Notes: Adhere three 
Mint cutaparts to the 

Citron panel with a 
gap between the 
second and third 

panels; add a satin 
three-part bow 
within the gap; 

inside: “Enjoy this 
special day.”


